Alloying/doping in two-dimensional material has been important due to wide range band gap tunability. Increasing the number of components would increase the degree of freedom which can provide more flexibility in tuning the band gap and also reduced the growth temperature. Here, we report synthesis of quaternary alloys Mo x W 1-x S 2y Se 2(1-y) using chemical vapour deposition. The composition of alloys has been tuned by changing the growth temperatures. As a result, we can tune the bandgap which varies from 1.73 eV to 1.84 eV. The detailed theoretical calculation supports the experimental observation and shows a possibility of wide tunability of bandgap.
Introduction:
Two-dimensional (2D) transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) 1, 2, 3 have gained considerable importance due to their wide-ranging applications in photonics, 1,2 photodetectors 3,4 , optoelectronics 5 , electro-catalysis 6, 7 , energy storage 8 etc. The broad range of TMDs consist of several classes of 2D materials starting from metals (NbS 2 , TaS 2 etc.) to wide bandgap semiconductors (MoS 2 , WS 2 etc.). To tune the bandgap, these materials are often doped/alloyed with other elements 8, 9, 10 , mechanically strained 11 ,or stacked in the form of heterostructures 12 .
Among all these approaches, the doping/alloying provides an easily scalable route to engineer the band structure. [13] [14] [15] Exploring the above idea, several efforts have been made in recent past where either anions (transition metal) or cations (chalcogenides) are alloyed with a third element. 16, 17, 18, 19, 6, 20 Also, theoretical (ab initio) calculations have been performed to predict band gap modification due to alloying. [21] [22] [23] [24] Effective carrier masses have been predicted to vary nearly linearly for some bands 24 , despite the presence of disorder in the supercell. Use of the cluster expansion method 25 in conjunction with ab initio calculation allows efficient computation of mixing energies and determination of the accurate ground state for structures at different concentrations 13, 15, 22, 24 . In addition to band gap modification, alloying can also result in structural and electronic phase transformation (e.g. 2H to 1T transformation in Mo 1- x W x Te 2 alloy systems from parent 2H phase of MoTe 2 and 1T' phase of WTe 2 ). 26, 27 Alloying can also improve the thermodynamic stability due to increase in entropy. Till now, most of the studies are focused on addition/alloying of third element; further addition of elements provides a larger room to alter the electronic properties. Among TMDs, the sulphides (MoS 2 , WS 2 ) and selenides (MoSe 2 and WSe 2 ) are most explored due to their isostructural nature and band gap variability from 1.6 to 2eV. is tunable as a function of growth temperature. The structure-property relation of this multicomponent system was mapped out using DFT calculations and further explored using photoluminescence measurements to confirm the predicted variation of electronic band gap.
The complex structural arrangement of the individual components of the alloy was investigated using Raman spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and scanning tunnelling electron microscopy (STEM).
Results and Discussion:
In order to explore the bandgaps at different compositions computationally, we generated The structural composition of the grown alloys were investigated using Raman spectroscopy of several monolayers ( Fig. 3a (i-iv)) as well as spatial mapping of the specific Raman vibrational modes (Fig 3b (i-iv) ) . At 650 0 C, as-grown sample shows presence of two distinct out-of-plane vibration peaks arising from the A 1g modes corresponding to Mo-S and W-S bond vibrations. At higher growth temperatures, these peaks merge into a single peak ( Fig. 3a (i) ), which is consistent with previous reports of homogeneous alloying without phase separation. 28 The A 1g modes of Mo-Se and W-Se bond vibrations (shown in Fig. 3a (iii)), shows a small variation in peak position. 29 We also observe that due to influence of S in the system, Mo-Se and W-Se bond vibrations shift to higher values. For the in-plane vibrations, we observe a three mode behaviour at lower temperatures 650 0 C and 700 0 C attributing to MoS 2 -like E 1 2g , WS 2 like E 1 2g , 28 and MoSe 2 like E 1 2g 29 vibrations. At higher temperatures 750 0 C and 800 0 C, these peaks combine into a single broad peak at 329 cm -1 , indicated by Q, attributing to contributions from Mo-W-S-Se bond vibrations as shown in Fig. 3a (ii). Explanation of evolution of Q peak is described in detail in the supplementary information. In all the alloys grown above 700 0 C, we observe a peak at lower wavenumbers (in figure 3a (iv)) which can be attributed to (E2g(S- To develop further insight into the composition and chemical states of the quaternary alloys, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was performed. A representative XPS spectrum of sample grown at 700 0 C is shown in Fig. 3c . The Mo 3d peak (Fig. 3c (i) (Fig. 3c(iv) ). We also observe Se 2p 3/2 overlapping in the S 2p region. The alloy composition was calculated using the area under the curve from characteristic peaks which gives the cation to anion ratio as approximately 1:2 which justifies that the as-grown alloys belong to the MX 2 class of TMDs. (Detailed analysis of composition and XPS peaks of samples grown at other temperatures are described in the supplementary information.)
To study the intricate atomic distribution of the elements in such a complex quaternary 2D system, the 700 0 C as grown samples are examined in a Nion aberration-corrected UltraSTEM 100 operated with an accelerating voltage of 60 kV. 30 Figure 4 (a) shows an atomic-resolution high-angle annular dark field (HAADF) image of the quaternary alloy. In HAADF the primary contrast mechanism is Z-contrast (atomic number) which allows for the atoms to labeled directly from the HAADF intensities.
The HAADF image possesses a large variation in intensities, so to better distinguish between different types of atoms they are first sorted into M sites and X 2 sites by examining the coordination of each atom with respect to their nearest neighbors. Due to the hexagonal lattice, all sites should each have three nearest neighbors, but the orientation of the neighbor atoms for the M sites should be flipped compared to the neighbor atoms at the X 2 sites: i.e. gone type should have two neighbors above and one below, while the other has two above and one below.
Since there are few anti-site defects in the sample this type of sorting is highly effective as can be seen in the MX 2 sorted image shown in Figure 4b .
Identifying which site is the metal site and which is the chalcogenide site is done by observing a histogram of the intensities at each of the different sites. The M-site intensities are shown in with both an S and Se atom (Z 2 =1412). 31 Given the effective Z-contrasts of the different constituent atoms, it is clear the histogram with three peaks is the chalcogenides, and the one with two is the metal sites. Indeed, the peaks of all five columns from the experimental histograms fit extremely well with the predicted order of intensities from the Z-contrasts.
With the peaks identified from the HAADF intensities the type of each atom can be identified to form an atom labeled image shown in Figure 4e . From the image, each element is distributed mostly uniformly throughout the sample, indicating that the elements in the 700 0 C have mixed well. The same analysis has also been performed on a larger field-of-view image to show that the mixing is consistent throughout the sample, which is discussed supplementary information.
The variation of phases across the 2D sheet as a function of temperature can be explained with help of thermodynamics and kinetics of growth. In case of growth of individual TMDs, we need a temperature of 750 0 C or above but in case of quaternary system we start observing all of these phases at 650 0 C growth temperature. In general, the mixing of multi-component to form an alloy results in lowering of melting temperature as compared to the pure component.
Due to absence of detailed phase diagram information of the quaternary system, we cannot make quantitative assessment. But multicomponent mixing can be a unique approach to lower growth temperature. Although, we observe presence of all these phases at 650 0 C, but their mixing (Q peak in Raman and XPS spectra) starts at 750 0 C which can be explained simply by higher mobility of atoms.
To determine the optical properties of the synthesized alloy, photoluminescence measurements were carried out on quaternary alloys as shown in Fig. 5a . The PL emission from 650 0 C grown sheet shows two peaks at 1.73 eV and 1.87 eV. It can be attributed to non-uniform mixing of the individual components 2 as observed in structural characterization. As the growth temperature increases, mixing of the four components takes place which results in a single peak (at 1.74 eV) which is again consistent with our structural observations. This single peak position changes from 1.74 eV to 1.84 eV as we vary the growth temperature. To further understand the optical properties in detail, low temperature measurements were carried out on 700 0 C sample as shown in Fig. 5e . We resolve an extra peak at lower energy of 1.42 eV. The previous reports show that this peak arises due to bound excitons created by localized excitons at the defects such as anion vacancies. , 34 The variation of intensity and optical band gaps with respect to temperature have been shown in Fig. 5f (i-ii) . A blue shift of the main excitonic peak is observed as the temperature increases, typical for most semiconductors. The shift is mostly attributed to dynamic electron-phonon interactions, and to a much lesser extent static lattice dilation. 35 Interestingly, an opposite red shift is observed for the low energy peak. The A-excitonic peak reduces in intensity at lower temperatures indicating bright excitonic character arising due to Mo dominance in the alloy.
In conclusion, with the help of mixing of four elements we can map a wide range of bandgaps as predicted by calculation and further verified using experimental observation. We have successfully synthesized a two-dimensional quaternary alloy (Mo-W-S-Se) using CVD. The composition of alloys has been tuned by varying the temperature from 650 0 C to 800 0 C. By changing the composition, we could tune the band gap from 1.62 to 1.84 eV, with the position and intensity of the main and low-energy PL peaks showing monotonic temperature variation.
Methods:
Synthesis method, as implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP). 36 The kinetic energy cutoff for the plane-wave basis was set to 520 eV in all calculations, and spin-orbit interactions were neglected. The vacuum region was represented by a cell with a size of 15 Å in the z direction. System geometries were relaxed until the maximum force on any atom was less than 0.01 eV/Å.
Raman Spectroscopy and Photoluminescence studies (at Room Temperature) were carried out using Renishaw inVia Raman microscopy setup using 532 nm laser with 10% power for Raman spectrum and 1% for PL. The Raman and PL maps were also taken on the same setup step size as 0.5 um and acquisition parameters same as for their respective spectrum. The images were processed using Wire 4.2 software provided by Renishaw. For low temperature PL studies, special low temperature stage by Renishaw was used. Liquid N2 was used as coolant in the set up. X-ray photoelectron measurements were carried out using PHI Quantera XPS with 200 eV Al K alpha X-rays. The XPS peaks were fitted using Multipak software. 
